
Introduction to overview and scrutiny 
Reflections shared in the workshop on 15 June 2021
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Local 
Government 

Act 2000

Localism Act 
2011

etc

Powers over 
some; influence 

over others

Information, 
attendance 

and reasoned 
response

Anything 
affecting the 

area

Demands of 
pandemic 
and needs 
of public

O&S purpose
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Four principles

Source: Centre for 

Governance and Scrutiny
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Contribution to the Council
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Political 
accountability

Improvements 
to lives and 

places

Greater public 
satisfaction

Catalyst for 
change

Delivery of 
strategies

Impact
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Return on investment

• Good governance

• Evaluation of options and policies against outcomes

• Service improvement

• Viable savings

• Innovation

• Community engagement

• Good practice

• Decision tracking

• Assurance of impact

• Evaluation



Holding executive to account

Questioning and listening

Tracking decisions and reviewing outcomes

Evaluating activity

Gathering 

evidence and 
being briefed 

Preparing reports 

with convincing 

recommendations

Councillor 

call for action

Call in

Approach
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Proportionate working for O&S

Relevance of issue to Corporate Plan

Value to Council 
and communities 

Resources 
required

Complexity

Timeliness 
(eg Forward Plan)

Outcomes
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Information

Webinars
Desk 

research
Bench-
marking

Performance

Committees

Coordination
Accountability

Reports for
comment
Analysis

Evidence

Witnesses
Site visits
Surveys
Public 

meetings

Scrutiny activity



Ways of working
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Developing appropriate work programmes
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Sources for a work programme

• Transparent

• Involve all 

members

• Clear rationale; 

criteria to 

prioritise

• Capacity

• Sound timetable
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Financial 
monitoring

Transformation

Capital 
programme

Income 
generation

Budget 
setting/MTFS

Budget scrutiny
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Brief for an in-depth review

• Objective(s) 

• Terms of reference

• Intended outcomes

• Methodology 

• Timescales

• Intended recipient of timely, 

clear and robust outcomes

Also ensure clear objectives, timeliness and potential 

outcome from each committee agenda item 
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Decision tracking and follow up

• Submit reports and recommendations to 

appropriate body

• Seek response within timescale

• Evaluate response

• Consider if need further O&S action

• Monitor further progress with recommendations 

and follow up actions

• Post-specific review: evaluate how it went

plus impact made and outcomes 
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• Role clarity  

• Capacity 

• Duplication

• Prioritisation

• Ways of working

• Preparation

• Information

• Decision tracking

• Return on investment and impact

• Other?

Potential challenges and risks
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Keeping scrutiny strategic

Borough-
wide and 
corporate

Public 
interest 

and 
concerns

Council 
priorities 

and 
resources

Complexity 
of issues 

and 
provision

Partners 
and 

providers

Diversity of 
need and 
interests

Volume 
and range 
of policies/
services



Decision-makers and O&S

• Develop shared understanding 

by all

• Seek parity of esteem and

ensure access to information 

• Enable effective liaison for strategic focus and impact:

• Executives/officers who provide timely information 

and response and are open to being held to account

• Non-political non-execs who offer critical friend 

challenge and support on appropriate topics

• Deliver return on investment for the Council and Borough

“The non-executive function is a critical factor in well-run 

organisations” Centre for Governance and Scrutiny
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Keeping the politics out of scrutiny

Political 

Campaigning

Council meetings

Social media and press

Working in the ward

Overview and scrutiny

Standards and regulatory

Non-political



Developing supportive members

• Interest

• Preparation

• Attendance

• Constructive group dynamics

• Effective questioning

• Participation in research

• Effective analysis 

• Evidence-based conclusions
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Value of preparation

• Discuss objectives

• Identify potential research needs

• Agree required inputs

• Organise logistics

• Develop questioning strategies

• Seek clarification in advance

• Call and prepare witnesses

• Avoid duplication
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Evidence and reports

• Where from?

• What and how? 

• Use a questioning strategy 

Triangulate (test) evidence

• Draw evidence-based conclusions

• Draft SMART recommendations

(Specific. Measurable. Achievable. Realistic. Timed)

• Submit it to decision-makers
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Questioning and listening

• Evaluate and triangulate (test) evidence

• Use Key Lines of Enquiry

• Draw evidence-based conclusions

• Draft recommendations, which are:

• Specific

• Measurable

• Achievable

• Realistic

• Timed
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